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Abstract: - The computational method for RNA editing sites search is described. In RNA sequence ADAR
ferments convert adenosine (A) into inosine (I), which in turn is read as guanosine (G), and increase
transcriptomic diversity. We developed modification of PSWM method that includes information about pairwise
correlations between nucleotides in ADAR editing site context. This method was used for in-silico discovery of
potential RNA editing sites in deep sequencing RNA data.
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1 Introduction
Protein composition in cell is regulated by different
mechanisms as transcription[1], splicing[2], mRNA
stability[3], translation[4,5]. In spite of mechanisms
diversity, the transcription regulation is the most widely
used and studied [6,7]. It includes specific proteins called
transcription factors that bind to cognate DNA fragments,
which create protein complex for RNA-polymerase
binding. Recently, with development of mass RNA
sequencing technology[8,9] it became possible to research
post transcriptional regulation mechanism, where in
particular ADAR ferments change adenosine (A) into
inosine (I) and increase protein diversity, regulate
alternative splicing and RNA stability[10,11].
A Position in RNA where ADAR replace A with I is
called ADAR editing site. Context area of ADAR editing
site was shown to have specific nucleotides in specific
positions [12].
Position-specific weight matrices (PSWMs) are widely
used for transcription factor binding sites (TFBS)
recognition[13]. Our group has developed a modification
of PSWM model that counts correlation between
nucleotides in different positions, called “correlation
matrix” (CM). First, we introduce simple PSWM model
and then continue with CM model. PSWM is a 4xN
matrix. Each element of PSWM corresponds to probability
of meeting of given nucleotide in corresponding position
in the set of known binding sites (Fig 1).
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Figure 1. Artificially generated example of PSWM
construction. There are five known sites on the top and
generated matrix on the bottom. Elements of the matrix
correspond to occurrence frequencies of given nucleotide
in corresponding position of site. For example A appear at
the first position in 4 cases out of 5, therefore
M[“A”,1]=0.8.
Thus, for any sequence of a length N a weight w can be
calculated, that characterizes similarity of this sequence to
a set of known sites. This weight is calculated as a sum of
corresponding weights in each position and then
normalized from 0 to 1. Considering this a fragment of
sequence is counted as site when its weight is higher then
given threshold.
Weight matrices became effective for TFBS search.
But one of disadvantages of this method is that it does not
consider correlations between nucleotide frequencies in
different positions. It gives robustness but decreases
sensitivity of a method. In the case of ADAR the context
of editing sites doesn’t have enough positions with
prominent nucleotide frequencies therefore more sensitive
model should be used to recognize site by given context.
We have developed a context score assessment model that
uses correlations between nucleotides. This model is
described below.

2 Algorithm Description
Correlation matrices represent more sensitive model
for recognition of sites with high degree of diversity. This
model is represented in Fig. 2.
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3 Potential ADAR sites discovery
To discover novel ADAR editing sites (a) CM was
built, (b) RNA sequences with A/G changes were selected,
and (c) sequences from step b are filtered by CM

3.1 CM build

Figure 2. Example of correlation matrix. On the top there
is a set of known sites. On the bottom in each line there is
a pair of nucleotides and estimated value of probability of
this pair to occur. For example 0.6 in the first line
corresponds to frequency of meeting A and T in positions
2,3 respectively.

Mathematical description of CM building algorithm
was given above. For building CM a set of experimentally
approved sites from [14] was taken with 40nt flanks.
As a control set we used 1000 random gene sequences.
Thus, using those two sets CM was build. This CM is
represented in supplementary data available from
http://nprog.iis.nsk.su/supplementary1.doc.
We tested this CM on a set of control sequences that
contains randomly chosen gene regions. With fixed
recognition cutoff on a target set and on a control set FP
and FN errors can be evaluated. We choose cutoff to
minimize sum of FP and FN. Obtained FP=0.195 and
FN=0.259. To make sure CM model is not overfitted we
check it loose recognition power if replace set T with any
set of random sequences.

Weight of sequence by correlation matrix is calculated as
a sum of weights in lines, where pair of letters coincide
with corresponding letters on sequence. For example, for
CM represented in Fig 2. weight of sequence ACGG will
be
calculated
as
w=(s-wmin)/(wmax-wmin).
wmax=(1+.6*4)=3.4; wmin=0: s=0.6; So w=0.17. Therefore
CM similarly to PSWM can be used for recognition of
functionally significant sequence fragments.
Before building CM, on the first step, conserved
positions of sites context where chosen. Those positions
have been used for constructing CM, and other positions
were cut out consideration.
Log p-value estimation was used for estimation of
weight of each pair. Let T is a test set containing
experimentally confirmed sites with flanks, and B is a
background set containing control non-sites with flanks.
Let Pi be a pair of nucleotides for which p-value will
be calculated. Let sT is a variate, denoting number of sites
that contain Pi in T. Let sT is from binomial distribution.
Let NT and NB are numbers of sites that contain Pi in sets
T and B respectively. Then p-value+ corresponds to
probability of Pi hits not less than NT strings in the set T.

pvalue + = Ρ( sT ≥ N T ) =

N

∑C

i
N

3.2 Pipeline for novel sites discovery
Initial set of RNA fragments was obtained from deep
sequencing of human brain cells by Helicos. Data was
provided by St. Laurent Institute and contains about 50
millions of short RNA fragments of length 30-120nt.
Those fragments called “reads”. This information block
was strictly filtered in 5 steps as described below to cut
false positive predictions.
1) Keep only reads aligned to gene regions.
2) Find reads with A/G replacements i.e. in genomic
sequence fragment in a position there is ‘A’, but at least in
5% of read aligned to this fragment in the position there is
‘G’.
3) Filter out known SNP.
4) Apply CM filter.
5) Apply EST filter that allows selection of sequences
that have DNA to RNA A->G replacement in EST
database.

pTi p BN −i

i = NT

Where N=NT+NB, pT=NT/N, pB=NB/N. And p-valuecorresponds to probability of Pi hits not more than NT
strings in the set T is
NT

pvalue − = Ρ( sT ≤ N T ) = ∑ C Ni pTi p BN −i

As a result of the pipeline 950 potential sites were
obtained
represented
in
http://nprog.iis.nsk.su/supplementary2.xls. 213 of them
are highly conservative among species. These sites are
potential candidates to be real ADAR editing sites which
were a goal of this work.

i =0

Weight wi of pair Pi is set as

− log( pvalue + ), if pvalue + < Threshold + ,
wi = 
log( pvalue − ), if pvalue − < Threshold − .
Threshold+ and Threshold- to be fitted. Weight wi is
whether positive if Pi occurs frequently or negative if Pi
occurs rarely. Considering this weight choose most
frequent and most rare correlation pairs P1,…,PK. These
pairs and their weights will constitute correlation matrix.
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4 Conclusion
In result of this research the algorithm of in-silico
identification of ADAR editing sites was developed. The
algorithm was used for prediction of novel potential
ADAR editing sites in Helicos deep sequencing data.
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Identification algorithm is based on using so called
correlation matrices (CMs) that in contrast to PSWMs
consider correlations between pairs of nucleotides. CM
model uses mechanism similar to PSWM model: sequence
weight is calculated and then compared with given cutoff.
Cutoff was selected and stability of algorithm was
evaluated.
Using Helicos device, about 50 million of short RNA
fragments were collected. Using those fragments 950
potential ADAR editing sites were predicted. These sites
can be used further in experimental work.
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